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Abstract— Email spam detection using naïve bayes algorithm in machine learning Currently, E-mail is one of the most important 

methods of communication. However, the increasing of spam e-mails causes traffic congestion, decreasing productivity, phishing, 

which has become a serious problem for our society. And the number of spam e-mail is increasing every year. Therefore, spam e-

mail filtering is an important, meaningful and challenging topic. The aim of this research is to find an effective solution to filter 

possible spam e-mails.Therefore in this project we are using naïve bayes algorithm to solve this problem. is a classification 

technique based on Bayes’ Theorem with an assumption of independence among predictors. In simple terms, a Naive Bayes 

classifier assumes that the presence of a particular feature in a class is unrelated to the presence of any other feature. For example, 

a fruit may be considered to be an apple if it is red, round, and about 3 inches in diameter. Even if these features depend on each 

other or upon the existence of the other features, all of these properties independently contribute to the probability that this fruit is 

an apple and that is why it is known as ‘Naive’.Naive Bayes model is easy to build and particularly useful for very large data sets. 

Along with simplicity, Naive Bayes is known to outperform even highly sophisticated classification methods.Bayes theorem 

provides a way of calculating posterior probability P(c|x) from P(c), P(x) and P(x|c). Look at the equation below: P(C/X)=P(X/C) * 

P(C)/P(X) Where  
• P(C/X)= is the posterior probability of class (c, target) given predictor (x, attributes).  
• P(c) is the prior probability of class. 

• P(x|c) is the likelihood which is the probability of predictor given class.  
• P(x) is the prior probability of predictor. iv Acknowledgement 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

E-mail is one of the most important methods of communication. However, the increasing of spam e-mails causes traffic 

congestion, decreasing productivity, phishing, which has become a serious problem for our society. And the number of spam 
e-mail is increasing every year. Therefore, spam e-mail filtering is an important, meaningful and challenging topic. The aim 
of this research is to find an effective solution to filter possible spam E-mails.  
I) Unwanted emails irritating internet connection  
II) Critical email messages are delayed or missed  
III) Millions of compromised computers 

IV) Billions of money lost Worldwide 

V) Identity theft  
VI) Spam can crash mail servers and fill up hard drives 

 
NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER:- Naive Bayes for Machine Learning Naive Bayes is a simple but surprisingly 
powerful algorithm for predictive modeling.  
 The representation used by naive Bayes that is actually stored when a model is written a file.  How a learned model can be 
used to make predictions.
 How you can learn a naive Bayes model from training data.
 How to best prepare your data for the naive Bayes algorithm.
 Where to go for more information on naive Bayes.

 
Quick Introduction to Bayes’ Theorem In machine learning we are often interested in selecting the best hypothesis (h) 
given data (d). In a classification problem, our hypothesis (h) may be the class to assign for a new data instance (d).  
One of the easiest ways of selecting the most probable hypothesis given the data that we have that we can use as our prior 
knowledge about the problem. Bayes’ Theorem provides a way that we can calculate the probability of a hypothesis given 
our prior knowledge. Bayes’ Theorem is stated as: P(h|d) = (P(d|h) * P(h)) / P(d)  
Where  
 P(h|d) is the probability of hypothesis h given the data d. This is called the posterior probability.
 P(d|h) is the probability of data d given that the hypothesis h was true.
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 P(h) is the probability of hypothesis h being true (regardless of the data). This is called the prior probability of h.

 P(d) is the probability of the data (regardless of the hypothesis). You can see that we are interested in calculating the 
posterior probability of P(h|d) from the prior probability p(h) with P(D) and P(d|h). After calculating the posterior probability 
for a number of different hypotheses, you can select the hypothesis with the highest probability. This is the maximum 
probable hypothesis and may formally be called the maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis. This can be written as: 

 

MAP(h) = max(P(h|d)) or MAP(h) = max((P(d|h) * P(h)) / P(d)) or MAP(h) = max(P(d|h) * P(h)) The P(d) is a normalizing 

term which allows us to calculate the probability. We can drop it when we are interested in the most probable hypothesis as it 

is constant and only used to normalize. Back to classification, if we have an even number of instances in each class in our 

training data, then the probability of each class (e.g. P(h)) will be equal. Again, this would be a constant term in our equation 

and we could drop it so that we end up with: MAP(h) = max(P(d|h))This is a useful exercise, because when reading up further 

on Naive Bayes you may see all of these forms of the theorem. 

 

Naive Bayes is a classification algorithm for binary (two-class) and multi-class classification problems. The technique is 

easiest to understand when described using binary or categorical input values. It is called naive Bayes or idiot Bayes because 

the calculation of the probabilities for each hypothesis are simplified to make their calculation tractable. Rather than 

attempting to calculate the values of each attribute value P(d1, d2, d3|h), they are assumed to be conditionally independent 

given the target value and calculated as P(d1|h) * P(d2|H) and so on. This is a very strong assumption that is most unlikely in 

real data, i.e. that the attributes do not interact. Nevertheless, the approach performs surprisingly well on data where this 

assumption does not hold. Representation Used By Naive Bayes Models The representation for naive Bayes is probabilities. 

A list of probabilities are stored to file for a learned naive Bayes model. This includes:  
 Class Probabilities: The probabilities of each class in the training dataset.
 Conditional Probabilities: The conditional probabilities of each input value given each class value. Learn a Naive Bayes 
Model From Data Learning a naive Bayes model from your training data is fast. Training is fast because only the probability 
of each class and the probability of each class given different input (x) values need to be calculated. No coefficients need to 
be fitted by optimization procedures. Calculating Class Probabilities The class probabilities are simply the frequency of 
instances that belong to each class divided by the total number of instances. For example in a binary classification the 

probability of an instance belonging to class 1 would be calculated as: P(class=1) = count(class=1) / (count(class=0) + 
count(class=1)) In the simplest case each class would have the probability of 0.5 or 50% for a binary classification problem 
with the same number of instances in each class.

 

Calculating Conditional Probabilities The conditional probabilities are the frequency of each attribute value for a given 

class value divided by the frequency of instances with that class value. For example, if a “weather” attribute had the values 

“sunny” and “rainy” and the class attribute had the class values “go-out” and “stay-home“, then the conditional probabilities 

of each weather value for each class value could be calculated as:  P(weather=sunny|class=go-out) = count(instances with 

weather=sunny and class=goout) / count(instances with class=go-out)  P(weather=sunny|class=stay-home) = count(instances 

with weather=sunny and class=stay-home) / count(instances with class=stay-home)  P(weather=rainy|class=go-out) = 

count(instances with weather=rainy and class=goout) / count(instances with class=go-out)  P(weather=rainy|class=stay-

home) = count(instances with weather=rainy and class=stay-home) / count(instances with class=stay-home) Make 

Predictions With a Naive Bayes Model Given a naive Bayes model, you can make predictions for new data using Bayes 

theorem. MAP(h) = max(P(d|h) * P(h)) Using our example above, if we had a new instance with the weather of sunny, we 

can calculate: go-out = P(weather=sunny|class=go-out) * P(class=go-out) stay- home = P(weather=sunny|class=stay-home) * 

P(class=stay-home) We can choose the class that has the largest calculated value. We can turn these values into probabilities 

by normalizing them as follows: P(go-out|weather=sunny) = go-out / (go-out + stay-home) P(stay-home|weather=sunny) = 

stay-home / (go-out + stay-home) If we had more input variables we could extend the above example. For example, pretend 

we have a “car” attribute with the values “working” and “broken“. We can multiply this probability into the equation. For 

example below is the calculation for the “go-out” class label with the addition of the car input variable set to “working”: go-

out = P(weather=sunny|class=go-out) * P(car=working|class=go-out) * P(class=go-out) 
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Implementation methodology:- Preparing the text data. The data-set used here, is split into a training set and a test set 

containing 3672 mails and 1500 mails respectively, divided equally between spam and ham mails. You will easily recognize 

spam mails as it contains *spmsg* in its filename. In any text mining problem, text cleaning is the first step where we 

remove those words from the document which may not contribute to the information we want to extract. Emails may contain 

a lot of undesirable characters like punctuation marks, stop words, digits, etc which may not be helpful in detecting the spam 

email. The emails in Ling-spam corpus have been already preprocessed in the following ways: a) Removal of stop words – 

Stop words like “and”, “the”, “of”, etc are very common in all English sentences and are not very meaningful in deciding 

spam or legitimate status, so these words have been removed from the emails. b) Lemmatization – It is the process of 

grouping together the different inflected forms of a word so they can be analysed as a single item. For example, “include”, 

“includes,” and “included” would all be represented as “include”. The context of the sentence is also preserved in 

lemmatization as opposed to stemming (another buzz word in text mining which does not consider meaning of the sentence). 

We still need to remove the non-words like punctuation marks or special characters from the mail documents. There are 

several ways to do it. Here, we will remove such words after creating a dictionary, which is a very convenient method to do 

so since when you have a dictionary, you need to remove every such word only once. So cheers !! As of now you don’t need 

to do anything. 

 

Creating word dictionary. A sample email in the data-set looks like this: Subject: posting hi , ' m work phonetics project 

modern irish ' m hard source . anyone recommend book article english ? ' , specifically interest palatal ( slender ) consonant , 

work helpful too . thank ! laurel sutton ( sutton @ garnet . berkeley . edu It can be seen that the first line of the mail is subject 

and the 3rd line contains the body of the email. We will only perform text analytics on the content to detect the spam mails. 

As a first step, we need to create a dictionary of words and their frequency. For this task, training set of 700 mails is utilized. 

This python function creates the dictionary for you. def make_Dictionary(train_dir): emails = [os.path.join(train_dir,f) for f 

in os.listdir(train_dir)] all_words = [] for mail in emails: with open(mail) as m: for i,line in enumerate(m): if i == 2: #Body of 

email is only 3rd line of text file words = line.split() all_words += words dictionary = Counter(all_words) # Paste code for 

non-word removal here(code snippet is given below) return dictionary Once the dictionary is created we can add just a few 

lines of code written below to the above function to remove non-words about which we talked in step 1. I have also removed 

absurd single characters in the dictionary which are irrelevant here. Do not forget to insert the below code in the function def 

make_Dictionary(train_dir). list_to_remove = dictionary.keys() for item in list_to_remove: if item.isalpha() == False: del 

dictionary[item] elif len(item) == 1: del dictionary[item] dictionary = dictionary.most_common(3000) Dictionary can be 

seen by the command print dictionary. You may find some absurd word counts to be high but don’t worry, it’s just a 

dictionary and you always have the scope of improving it later. If you are following this blog with provided data-set, make 

sure your dictionary has some of the entries given below as most frequent words. Here I have chosen 3000 most frequently 

used words in the dictionary. [('order', 1414), ('address', 1293), ('report', 1216), ('mail', 1127), ('send', 1079) 

 

Training the classifiers. Here, I will be using scikit-learn ML library for training classifiers. It is an open source python ML 

library which comes bundled in 3rd party distribution anaconda or can be used by separate installation following this. Once 

installed, we only need to import it in our program. I have trained two models here namely Naive Bayes classifier and 

Support Vector Machines (SVM). Naive Bayes classifier is a conventional and very popular method for document 

classification problem. It is a supervised probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem assuming independence between 

every pair of features. SVMs are supervised binary classifiers which are very effective when you have higher number of 

features. The goal of SVM is to separate some subset of training data from rest called the support vectors (boundary of 

separating hyper-plane). The decision function of SVM model that predicts the class of the test data is based on support 

vectors and makes use of a kernel trick. Once the classifiers are trained, we can check the performance of the models on test-

set. We extract word count vector for each mail in test-set and predict its class(ham or spam) with the trained NB classifier 

and SVM model. Below is the full code for spam filtering application. You have to include the two functions we have 

defined before in step 2 and step 3. 

 
We found that the Naive Bayes algorithm outperformed the other classifiers. This simple algorithm achieved great performance 

and was easy to implement. However, we believe that the performance of this algorithm could still be improved. We encourage 

those who wish to further this research to investigate the effects of a weighted majority vote, enhanced feature selection, and 

different distance measures. Another key finding was that we discovered that the recall for all of the algorithms was very high, 

while the precision was lower. This suggests that our algorithms are very liberal in labeling an email as spam. To combat this, 

perhaps mapping the features to a higher dimension would aid in this problem. Some machine learning algorithms, such as 

Support Vector Machines, use this approach. Overall, we believe that a machine learning approach to spam filtering is a viable 

and effective method to supplement current spam detection techniques. 
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II. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We found that the Naive Bayes algorithm outperformed the other classifiers. This simple algorithm achieved great 

performance and was easy to implement. However, we believe that the performance of this algorithm could still be improved. 

We encourage those who wish to further this research to investigate the effects of a weighted majority vote, enhanced feature 

selection, and different distance measures. Another key finding was that we discovered that the recall for all of the algorithms 

was very high, while the precision was lower. This suggests that our algorithms are very liberal in labeling an email as spam. To 

combat this, perhaps mapping the features to a higher dimension would aid in this problem. Some machine learning algorithms, 

such as Support Vector Machines, use this approach. Overall, we believe that a machine learning approach to spam filtering is a 

viable and effective method to supplement current spam detection techniques 
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